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Abstract
In this work the exceptional field theory formulation of supergravity with SL(5)
gauge group is considered. This group appears as a U-duality group of D = 7
maximal supergravity. In the formalism presented the hidden global duality
group is promoted into a gauge group of a theory in dimensions 7+number
of extended directions. This work is a continuation of the series of works for
E8,7,6, SO(5, 5) and SL(3)× SL(2) duality groups.
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1 Introduction
The construction of Extended Geometry appeared in a series of works [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6]
and many others has got a lot of attention recent years in particular in the context of string
cosmology [7, 8], searches for non-geometric solutions [9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15], generalized
Scherk-Schwarz compactifications and embeddings of Type II solutions [16, 17, 18, 19, 20,
21, 22, 23] and many others. The basic idea of the model is to turn the hidden U-duality
symmetries of compactified (half-)maximal supergravities into a manifest gauge symmetry
of a full non-compactified theory. This is achieved by introducing new coordinates in
addition to the existing 10 or 11. In the string or M-theory interpretation these new
coordinates correspond to winding modes of strings and D- or M-branes (see e.g.[2]).
Geometric meaning of the extended space was investigated in the works [24, 25, 26, 27,
28]. Very important direction of research is bound to the question of finite coordinate
transformations in the extended space. To the moment it is not clear how to integrate
infinitesimal generalized diffeomorphisms to a large transformation, however there has
been certain progress made [29, 30, 31]. In the work [32] attempts to construct the
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algebra without the need of section condition were made. Construction of superspace for
DFT was considered in the work [33]. In the series of works [34, 35, 36] it was shown
that the string and M-theoretical extended objects can be understood as wave-like or
monopole-like solutions of Exceptional Field Theory.
Since the particular U-duality group En(n) depends on the number of compact direc-
tions n the full set of coordinates of EFT naturally splits into the so-called “external”
space-time coordinates denoted by xµ and “internal” extended coordinates denoted by
X
M . Here µ runs over all would-be non-compact directions, i.e. from 1 to 11− n (for the
maximal case), while the capital Latin index labels the necessary representation of the
U-duality group, that catches all the translational and winding modes of the M2 and M5
branes.
Although, EFT is formulated as a non-compactified theory, one has always keep in
mind an additional condition, that forces us to either drop all or a subset of the ex-
tended coordinates returning effectively to the conventional supergravity or its toroidal
compactifications, or to perform a generalized Scherk-Schwarz reduction, leading to the
(half)maximal gauged supergravity [16, 17, 18, 20].
This condition, named section condition, appears in the algebra of generalized diffeo-
morphisms given by the so-called generalized Lie derivative [37]. These may be understood
as local U(T)-duality transformations and the theory should be (co)invariant with respect
to them. For more details the reader is referred to the reviews [38, 39, 40].
Special properties of generalized Lie derivatives allow to obtain the tensor hierarchy
of gauged supergravity as a natural consequence of the algebra and the section condition.
It was proposed in [41, 42] to let all the gauge parameters to depend on the whole set of
coordinates (xµ,XM), and use the vector field AMµ of the corresponding supergravity to
introduce a derivative covariant with respect to generalized Lie transformations. Due to
failure of the Jacobi identity for these transformations one is required to deform the 2-
form field strength in the spirit of tensor hierarchy introducing a 2-form potential. Bianchi
identities uniquely determine the corresponding field strength and the sequence can be
continued.
Based on these ideas is the Exceptional Field Theory formalism presented in the series
of papers [43, 44, 45, 46, 47] for the groups E8,7,6, SO(5,5) and SL(3)×SL(2), that corre-
spond to D = 3, 4, 5, 6 and 8 maximal supergravities. The supersymmetric construction
that includes fermions is given in [48, 49, 50]. In this paper we aim at the construction for
D = 7 and the group SL(5). To the moment there has been large progress in investiga-
tion of the SL(5) extended geometry [51, 52]. To be noted is the work [53] that considers
the internal sector, i.e. the so-called scalar potential, for SL(N) group for any N . In
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the current paper we present the full EFT construction, including the gauge kinetic and
topological sector.
This paper starts with the section 2, where the bosonic field content of the maximal
supergravity in D=7 is discussed. In section 3 we briefly review the construction of
exceptional field theory and tensor hierarchy to set up our notation for further reference.
In section 4 we construct a duality covariant kinetic and topological Lagrangian and
check its invariance under external diffeomorphisms. We comment there on the feature
of EFT when all the numerical prefactors in the Lagrangian are fixed already at the
bosonic level. Embedding of the 11-dimensional and Type II supergravities into the
formalism is considered in section 5. Finally, in the Appendix we present the notations
used, conventions on the SL(5) algebra, provide some useful identities and explicitly check
gauge invariance of the topological Lagrangian.
2 Supergravity in D = 7
Maximal ungauged supergravity in 7 dimensions with the global duality group SL(5)
was constructed in [54]. The field content after the 7 + 4 split is given by
{gµν , Aµa, φab, Cµνρ, Bµν a, Aµab, φabc} , (2.1)
where the internal indices a, b run from 1 to 4. We have a total of ten 1-form fields, Aµa
and Aµab, which transform in the 10 representation of the duality group SL(5) (see [55] for
more details on how the supergravity fields are organized into irreps of U-duality group).
We will denote this representation as AMµ , M = 1, . . . , 10, where M may also be thought
of as a pair of SL(5) fundamental indices, AMµ =
1
2
A[ij]µ , i, j = 1, . . . , 5. More details on
how we treat the doubled indices can be found in the Appendix A.
The duality relation between 3-forms and 2-forms in seven space-time dimensions
allows to collect the four fields Bµν a and the 3-form Cµνρ together, resulting in five 2-form
fields Bµν i transforming in the fundamental representation of SL(5).
There are now 14 scalar fields, φab and φabc, whose dynamics may be formulated in
terms of the matrix V αβi parameterizing the coset SL(5)/SO(5). The small Greek indices
α, β = 1, . . . , 4 label the fundamental representation of USp(4) ≃ Spin(5). We require the
scalar matrix V αβi to be antisymmetric in α, β and traceless with respect to the USp(4)
invariant tensor Ωαβ , V
αβ
i Ωαβ = 0 [56]. These constraints cut the number of degrees of
freedom of V αβi down to 25. Imposing additionally that detV = 1 we constrain V to
have the right number of degrees of freedom and to be an SL(5) element. To respect the
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tracelessness condition,the inverse of V αβi is defined by the following identities
V αβi V
j
αβ = δ
j
i , V
αβ
i V
i
γδ = δ
αβ
γδ −
1
4
ΩαβΩγδ. (2.2)
One defines the SL(5) generalized metric as mij = V
αβ
i Vj αβ, but sometimes it will be
convenient to use the generalized metric in the 10 of SL(5), defined as
MMN =⇒Mij,kl = mikmjl −milmjk. (2.3)
As in the SO(5,5) case, duals for the 2-forms must be introduced as independent fields,
in order to facilitate the description of different possible gaugings. Thus we introduce a
set of 3-form fields Cµνρ
i, transforming in the 5 of SL(5). These are related by a duality
condition that will arise as an equation of motion. It will be convenient to redefine the 2-
and the 3-form fields with the indices labeling the 10 of SL(5), Bµν
KL and Cµνρ
N,KL:
Bµνi = 2ǫiklmnBµν
klmn,
Cµνρ
m = −6ǫnklrsCµνρmn,klrs.
(2.4)
3 Tensor hierarchy and Bianchi identities
Let us now briefly review the EFT construction and setup our conventions. Transfor-
mation of covariant objects in Exceptional Field Theory is defined by the usual rule
δΛV
M = (LΣV )M = (LΛV )M + Y MNKL ∂NΛKV L ≡ [Λ, V ]MD , (3.1)
where [ , ]D denotes the Dorfman bracket. For the SL(5) U-duality group the Y -tensor is
given by
Y MNPQ = ǫ
mMN ǫmPQ, (3.2)
where ǫmMN is an SL(5) invariant tensor whose components are given by the alternating
symbol ǫmklpq. Note, that each large Latin letter parametrizes 10 representation of SL(5)
and through the paper is always equivalent to a pair of small Latin indices parameterizing
5 of SL(5) (see Appendix A).
Since the Y -tensor is related to the projector on the adjoint it is straightforward to
write the generalized Lie derivative of a generalized vector in the following form
δΛV
M = (LΛV )M = ΛN∂NV M − 3PMLNK∂NΛKV L + 1
5
(∂KΛ
K)V M . (3.3)
Here the last term plays the role of a weight term, that could be in principle added to
any transformation. However, here it directly follows from the algebra. Rewriting the
5
projector P explicitly as in the Appendix B one obtains the following transformation of a
field in the fundamental 5 representation
(LΛU)m = ΛN∂NUm − 1
4
(tmn )
kl
pq∂klΛ
pqUn +
1
10
(∂KΛ
K)Um. (3.4)
The weight λ(Um) = 1/10 is a half of that for V mn as it should be since one may always
introduce a tensor U [mUn] in 10 that has the weight 2λ(Um). In what follows it will
prove useful to have transformation rules for the tensor Bm = ǫmKLB
KL obtained by
contraction of a 2-rank generalized tensor of weight λ(BKL) = 2/5 with the epsilon-
tensor. The resulting generalized tensor belongs to the 5¯ representation and transforms
as
(LΛB)m = ΛN∂NBm + 1
4
(tnm)
kl
pq∂klΛ
pqBn +
2
5
(∂KΛ
K)Bm. (3.5)
As expected, this differs from the above transformation for a tensor in 5 only by the
weight term.
It is important to mention the section condition Y MNKL ∂M ⊗ ∂N = 0, that for the case
of SL(5) U-duality group can be written as
ǫimnkl∂mn ⊗ ∂kl = 0. (3.6)
In this form the section condition implies existence of trivial generalized transformation
given by Λmn0 = ǫ
mnklp∂klξp, i.e. δΛ0V
M = 0 up to the section condition.
The E-bracket is introduced in the usual way via commutation of generalized Lie
derivative
[LΛ1,LΛ2] = L[Λ1,Λ2]E , (3.7)
and reads
[Λ1,Λ2]E = [Λ1,Λ2]D − 1
2
Y MNKL ∂N (Λ
K
1 Λ
L
2 ). (3.8)
Hence, the E-bracket is antisymmetric while the Dorfman bracket is not. Finally, we
mention following Jacobi identity for the E-bracket
[[Λ[1,Λ2]E ,Λ3]]
M
E =
1
6
Y MNKL ∂N([Λ[1,Λ2]
K
EΛ
L
3]). (3.9)
This failure of the Jacobi identity and lack of antisymmetric property of the D-bracket
naturally leads to tensor hierarchy in EFT. In other words, tensor fields of higher ranks
naturally appear to preserve covariance of expressions.
The long space-time derivative, covariant with respect to the D-bracket is defined in
the usual way
Dµ = ∂µ − LAµ = ∂µ − [Aµ, • ]D , (3.10)
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with the generalized vector field AMµ transforming as
δΛA
M
µ = ∂µΛ
M − [Aµ,Λ]MD = DµΛM . (3.11)
Note, that since D- and E-brackets differ by a trivial transformation (see (3.8)) the above
choice is matter of convention. The transformation in this form is taken to keep analogy
with the conventional Yang-Mills construction.
As usual, the commutator of covariant derivatives defines the field strength of the
gauge field that fails to be covariant, so one introduces a 2-form gauge field Bµν
KL whose
degrees of freedom are identified with those of the 2-form field Bµνm via
Bµνm = 8ǫmMNBµν
KL = 2ǫmpqrsBµν
pq rs. (3.12)
As a result one has the following tensor hierarchy [46]
[Dµ,Dν ] =− LFµν ,
FMµν = 2∂[µAMν] − [Aµ, Aν ]ME + Y MNKL ∂NBKLµν ,
FµνρKL = 3D[µBνρ]KL + 3
D(1− 2βd) Y
KL
PQ
(
A
(P
[µ ∂νA
Q)
ρ] −
1
3
[A[µ, Aν ]E
(PAρ]
Q)
)
− 3
(
∂NCµνρ
N,KL − Y KLPQ ∂NCµνρQ,PN
)
,
FµνρσM,KL = 4D[µCνρσ]M,KL +
(
2B[µν
KLFρσ]M −B[µνKLY MNPQ ∂NBρσ]PQ
)
+
4
3D(1− 2βd)Y
KL
PQ
(
AM[µA
P
ν ∂ρA
Q
σ] −
1
4
AM[µ [Aν , Aρ]E
PAQσ]
)
.
(3.13)
The higher rank field strengths are related to the lower rank field strengths via the fol-
lowing Bianchi identities
3D[µFνρ]M =− Y MNKL ∂NFµνρKL,
4D[µFνρσ]KL =1
2
Y KLPQ F[µνPFρσ]Q − 3
(
∂NFµνρσN,KL − Y KLPQ ∂NFµνρσQ,PN
)
,
5DµFN,KLνρσκ =
10
3
FN[µνFρσκ]KL + . . . ,
(3.14)
where the dots in the last line denote terms that always drop from covariant expressions
below because of the section condition.
Under arbitrary variations of the p-form potentials the covariant field strengths trans-
form as follows:
δFµνM = 2D[µ∆AMν] − Y MNKL ∂N∆BµνKL,
δFµνρKL = 3D[µ∆Bνρ]KL + 1
2
Y KLPQ F[µνP∆AQρ]
− 3
(
∂N∆Cµνρ
N,KL − Y KLPQ ∂N∆CµνρQ,PN
)
,
δFµνρσM,KL = 4D[µ∆Cνρσ]M,KL + 1
18
(
3
8
F[µνM∆Bρσ]KL − 1
4
F[µνρKLδAMσ]
)
(3.15)
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where it proves useful to define “covariant” transformations
∆AMµ = δA
M
µ ,
∆Bµν
KL = δBµν
KL − 1
6
Y KLMNA
M
[µ δA
N
ν] ,
∆Cµνρ
N,KL = δCµνρ
N,KL − δAN[µBνρ]KL −
1
18
Y KLRSA
N
[µA
R
ν δA
S
ρ].
(3.16)
For the gauge transformations this gives
∆AMµ = DµΛM + Y MNKL ∂NΞµKL,
∆Bµν
KL = 2D[µΞν]KL − 1
6
Y KLMNΛ
MFµνN + 3
(
∂NΨµν
N,KL − Y KLPQ∂NΨµνP,NQ
)
,
∆Cµνρ
M,KL = 3D[µΨνρ]M,KL − F[µνMΞρ]KL + 1
9
Y KLPQΛ
PFµνρQM .
(3.17)
The above transformations are constructed such that the covariant 2-, 3- and 4-form field
strengths are indeed covariant with respect to ΛM , Ξµ
KL and Ψµν
N,KL transformations.
Since the 2- and 3-forms above are related to the ones parameterizing the supergravity
degrees of freedom and duals used in [56] as
Bµνi = 2ǫiklmnBµν
klmn,
Cµνρ
m = −6ǫnklrsCµνρmn,klrs,
(3.18)
it is convenient to rewrite the covariant transformation as
∆Amnµ = δA
mn
µ ,
∆Bµνi = δBµνi − 2ǫimnklAmn[µ δAklν],
∆Cµνρ
m = δCµνρ
m + 3δAmn[µ Bνρ]n − 2ǫnklrsAmn[µ Aklν δArsρ] .
(3.19)
Here one should take into account the factor 1/2, that is necessary to prevent double
counting when going from capital Latin indices to double small indices in a contraction.
With the fields defined in (3.18) and the corresponding relation for the gauge parameters
the gauge transformations read
∆Amnµ = DµΛmn +
1
16
ǫimnkl∂klΞµi,
∆Bµνi = 2D[µΞν]i − 2ǫimnpqΛmnFµνpq − ∂miΨµνm,
∆Cµνρ
m = 3D[µΨνρ]m + 3F[µνmnΞρ]n + ΛmnFµνρn,
(3.20)
where the identity (C.5) has been used. Note that these have precisely the same form is
in the D = 7 maximal gauged supergravity up to the following mnemonic replacements
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of derivatives along extended coordinates by components Ymn and Z
mn,k of embedding
tensor.
ǫimnkl∂klVi = −16gZmn,iVi
∂mnV
m =
g
24
YmnV
m.
(3.21)
Certainly, the correct way to check that the transformations indeed match is to perform
Scherk-Schwarz reduction explicitly, possibly, dropping the trombone gauging. Although
being an interesting project by itself, this is beyond the scope of the present work.
The same is true for the Bianchi identities that for the fields (3.18) take the following
nice form
3D[µFνρ]mn = − 1
16
ǫimnkl∂klFµνρi,
4D[µFνρσm = 6ǫmpqrsF[µνpqFρσ]rs + ∂nmFµνρσn,
5D[µFνρσκ]m = −10F[µνmnFρσκn + . . .
(3.22)
In the non-coordinate notation the above equations read
DFmn = 1
16
ǫimnkl∂klFi,
DFm = ǫmpqrsFpq ∧ F rs + ∂nmFn,
DFm = −1
5
Fmn ∧ Fn + . . . ,
(3.23)
where we define a p-form ωp in terms of its components in the usual way
ωp =
1
p!
ωi1...ipdx
i1 ∧ · · · ∧ dxip. (3.24)
4 Covariant exceptional field theory
The full SL(5)-covariant Exceptional Field Theory Lagrangian has the following struc-
ture
LEFT = LEH(Rˆ) + Lsc(Dµmkl) + LV (Fµνmn) + LT (Fµνρm)
+ Ltop − V (mkl, gµν).
(4.1)
Here the modified Einstein-Hilbert term LEH written in terms of the modified curvature,
the kinetic terms for the scalar fields Lsc and for the vectors LV and the invariant potential
for the scalar fields V have the same structural form as in other EFT’s, see for example
[41, 42, 45] for the modified EH term and [46] for the general form of the potential.
The kinetic term for the 2-form gauge potentials Bµνn appears here as a proper La-
grangian governing dynamics of the corresponding degrees of freedom. Whereas, in the
SO(5,5) theory such a term was subject to a self-duality condition and for higher rank
U-duality groups was not there at all.
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Finally, the topological term has always different structure depending on the dimen-
sion and the duality group and hence has to be processed separately. While U-duality
covariance of the other terms is explicit, the topological term does not have a covariant
form. Instead, one may write its variation in a covariant form, that is the only relevant
expression to recover EOM’s.
We should mention here, that 6+1-dimensional diffeomorphisms for the scalar and
vector kinetic terms, the modified Einstein-Hilbert term and the scalar potential work
precisely as in [45, 46] and hence invariance is not explicitly checked here. However, we
perform explicit check of invariance of of the 2-form kinetic term and the topological
term with respect to external diffeomorphisms, that successfully fixes all the coefficients
in the Lagrangian. This is a known feature of EFT in contrast to the maximal gauged
supergravity, where all the coefficients become fixed only after imposing supersymmetry
condition. One may speculate that already the bosonic EFT contains some information
about the full supersymmetric theory.
4.1 Kinetic Lagrangian and invariant potential
The fully covariant Einstein-Hilbert term takes the following usual form
SEH = −1
2
∫
dnxdDXeRˆ = −1
2
∫
dnxdDXeeµae
ν
b Rˆµν
ab, (4.2)
where the modified curvature reads
Rˆµνab = Rµνab + FµνMeρa∂Meρb. (4.3)
To ensure invariance of the Einstein-Hilbert term with respect to local Lorentz transfor-
mations depending on extended coordinates, the corresponding spin-connection ωµ
ab is set
to have weight zero. One should consider this general dependence of local transformations
since all fields in the theory depend on the extended coordinates.
The corresponding Lorentz-invariant Riemann scalar then differs from the usual ex-
pression and has the same form as in [45]. The usual equation that determines the
spin-connection can be written in the following covariant form
D[µeaν] −
1
4
ω[µ
abeν]b = 0. (4.4)
As was checked in [46] in general form invariance of the scalar potential implies, that the
external vielbein is a generalized scalar of weight λ(eaµ) = 1/5.
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For the scalar degrees of freedom parametrized by the matrix MMN we just use the
general result and set αd = 3 [46]
Lsc = 1
12
egµνDµMMNDνMMN ,
Mmnkl = mmkmnl −mmlmnk.
(4.5)
As expected this is explicitly covariant under the local gauge transformation generated
by the generalized Lie derivative.
Finally, the kinetic terms for the 1-form potential AMµ and the 2-form potential Bµνm
take the following form
LV = −1
4
eMMNFµνMFµνN = −1
8
emmkmnlFµνmnFµνkl,
LT = − 1
3 · (16)2 em
mnFµνρmFµνρn
(4.6)
Each term here is separately covariant with respect to generalized diffeomorphisms and
all gauge transformations. It is explicitly shown further, that the numerical coefficient in
LT is defined by invariance under 6+1-dimensional external diffeomorphisms.
The non-topological part of the Lagrangian is concluded by the so-called scalar poten-
tial. This depends only on the scalar and metric degrees of freedom and their derivatives
with respect to extended coordinates Xmn. This has a form universal for the duality
groups E6,5, SO(5,5), SL(5) and SL(2)×SL(3):
V = − 1
4αd
MMN∂MMKL∂NMKL + 1
2
MMN∂MMKL∂LMNK
− 1
2
(g−1∂Mg)∂NMMN − 1
4
MMN(g−1∂Mg)(g−1∂Ng)− 1
4
MMN∂Mgµν∂Ngµν ,
(4.7)
where the terms in the first line are precisely those of [5] and the rest terms are needed to
ensure gauge invariance, and one should note the determinant
√−g in the action. For the
case in question one sets αd = 3. Covariance of the above expression has been explicitly
checked in [46].
4.2 Topological Lagrangian
To construct the topological term one notes that in the embedding tensor formulation
of the maximal D = 7 supergravity the field Cµνρ
m appears only under projection with
the tensor
Ymn =
1
2
Θp(m,n)
p, (4.8)
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that parametrizes gaugings in the 15 of SL(5). Analyzing the expressions for the 3-form
field strength FµνρKL and for the covariant transformation ∆BµνKL one arrives to the
following rule
YmnCµνρ
n → ǫmKL
(
∂NC
N,KL
µνρ − Y KLPQ ∂NCQ,PNµνρ
)
. (4.9)
Indeed, since the field Cµνρ
mn,klrs contains only the representation 5 of SL(5) one has
the identity 12ǫpklrsCµνρ
mn,klrs = Cµνρ
[mδn]p . Now performing Scherk-Schwarz reduction
Cµνρ
r(xµ,XM) = V rr¯ (X
M)C r¯(xµ) one obtains
ǫiKL
(
∂NC
N,KL
µνρ − Y KLPQ ∂NCQ,PNµνρ
)
→ (V pp¯ ∂pqV qq¯ )Cµνρq¯. (4.10)
Using the SL(5) gaugings written in terms of twist matrices obtained in [17] the expression
in brackets on the RHS becomes precisely Yp¯q¯ (for the vanishing trombone gauging and
detV = 1). Barred indices are used only in the paragraph above and denote the flat
directions of the Scherk-Schwarz twist matrix, see [17, 18].
Hence, inspired by these observations, we write variation of the topological Lagrangian
in the following simple form (cf. [56])
δLtop = Aǫµνρλστκ
[
FµνρλiǫiKL
(
∂N∆C
N,KL
στκ − Y KLPQ ∂N∆CQ,PNστκ
)
+
1
4
FµνijFρλσi∆Bτκj − 1
12
FµνρiFλστjδAijκ
]
+ total derivatives. (4.11)
Here the coefficients are chosen for the variation to vanish on all gauge and U-duality
transformation. Since it is easier to work with the fields (3.18) we rewrite the above
expression as
δLtop = Aǫµνρλστκ
[
Fµνρλi∂ij∆Cjστκ + 6FµνijFρλσi∆Bτκj − 2FµνρiFλστjδAijκ
]
, (4.12)
where the overall prefactor will be fixed to A−1 = 16 · 4! by invariance with respect to
6+1-dimensional external diffeomorphisms. Note, that ǫµνρσλτκ here and always in the
paper is the alternating symbol, rather than the Levi-Civita tensor, and hence does not
contain the determinant e.
As for the topological terms of EFT’s in other dimensions (as well as of gauged su-
pergravities) this expression cannot be written as variation of a covariant expression.
However, the above is enough to write equations of motion and to check invariance of the
Lagrangian with respect to 6+1-dimensional diffeomorphisms.
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4.3 D = 6 + 1 diffeomorphisms
In the previous section we have established the explicit form of the kinetic Lagrangian
for the fields Aµ
mn, Bµνm and MMN , the modified Einstein-Hilbert term, the scalar po-
tential V (∂M,M) and the topological term. These are invariant under duality transfor-
mations as well as under all the gauge transformations resulting from the tensor hierarchy.
This invariance fixed for us all the mutual prefactors in the Lagrangian except the prefac-
tor of the topological term and the kinetic term of the 2-form gauge potential. It is known,
that the same situation appears in the maximal gauged supergravity models, where to fix
the remaining prefactor on needs to consider supersymmetry.
The case of Exceptional Field Theory is different due to dependence of all the fields
on the extra coordinates XM . This results in the fact, that external 6+1-dimensional
diffeomorphisms do not work automatically and one has to perform a certain check of
that. Remarkably, it is enough just to fix these two prefactors to satisfy the invariance
condition. The result is a completely fixed duality, gauge and external diffeomorphism
invariant Lagrangian. Another miracle appears, when one checks supersymmetry of the
(SUSY extended) Lagrangian and gets that for free. This has been checked explicitly for
the duality groups E7,6 in [48] and [49], however there is no reason to expect, that other
U-duality groups fail to follow this scheme.
Hence, let us start with the following external diffeomorphism transformations
δeaµ = ξ
µDνeaµ +Dµξνeaν ,
δMMN = ξµDµMMN ,
δAµ
M = ξνFνµM +MMNgµν∂Nξν ,
∆Bµνi = ξ
ρFρµνi,
∆Cµνρ
m = − 1
3!
eǫµνρσκλτξ
σmmnFκλτn,
(4.13)
where εµνρσκλτ = eǫµνρσκλτ is the Levi-Civita tensor in 7 dimensions. Transformation of
the 3-form potential is required to be of this particular form by off-shell invariance of the
Lagrangian (see remark at the end of this section).
One should note, that huge part of cancellations here works precisely as in the maximal
gauged supergravity and hence, does not need to be double checked. In contrast, the terms
that contain the derivative ∂mnξ
µ do not exist in the gauged models and hence need to
be processed explicitly. We will refer to them as new terms and work in the close analogy
to [45]. Next we note that diffeomorphism invariance of the universal scalar potential V
has been checked in general form in [46], hence we just use the result here.
Let us start with variations of the 2- and 3-form field strengths and write for the
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former
δFµνmn = 2D[µ∆Aν]mn − 1
16
ǫmnpqr∂pqBµνr
= 2D[µ(ξρFρµmn) +D[µ(Mmn,pqgν]ρ∂pqξρ)− 1
16
ǫmnpqr∂pq∂pq(ξ
ρFµνρr)
= (LDξ Fµνmn)−
1
16
ǫmnpqrFµνρr∂pqξρ + 2D[µ(mmpmnqgν]ρ∂pqξρ),
(4.14)
where we used the Bianchi identity for the field Fµνmn to organize the (conventional) Lie
derivative with respect to Dµ that is denoted by LDξ . Using the same arguments and the
Bianchi identity for the 3-form field strength we write for its variation
δFµνρm = 3D[µ∆Bνρ]m + 6ǫmpqrsF[µνpqδAρ]rs − ∂mn∆Cµνρn
= 3D[µ(ξσFνρσ]m) + 6ǫmpqrsF[µνpqFσρ]rsξσ + 3ǫmpqrsF[µνpqMrs,klgρσ∂klξσ
− ∂mn∆Cµνρn
= (LDξ Fµνρm) + 6ǫmpqrsmrkmslFµνpqgρσ∂klξσ + ξσ∂mnFµνρσn − ∂mn∆Cµνρn.
(4.15)
Here the transformation of the 3-form gauge potential ∆Cµνρ
m was left inexplicit for
further convenience.
Now, one notices that terms in the variation of the Lagrangian containing the (con-
ventional) Lie derivative of the 2- and 3-form potentials together with variations of the
determinant of the vielbein det e and the scalar matrix mmn in the corresponding kinetic
terms give just full derivative. This is exactly the same as in the gauged theories and in
other EFT’s. Next, from the analysis of EFT’s for the other U-duality groups one con-
cludes that the last term in the last line of (4.14) will cancel against the corresponding
contribution from the variation of the modified Einstein-Hilbert term.
Hence, what is left are the following six terms
(1) =
1
4 · 16emmkmnlǫ
mnpqrFµνklFρµνr∂pqξρ,
(2) = − 1
4 · 16em
mnǫmpqrsm
rkmslFµνpqFµνρngρσ∂klξσ,
(3) =
1
16
emmnFµνρn
(
ξσ∂mkFµνρσk − ∂mk∆Cµνρk
)
,
(4) = AǫµνρλστκFµνρλm∂mn∆Cnστκ,
(5) = −2AǫµνρλστκFµνρmFλστn
(
ξψFψκmn + gκψmmkmnl∂klξψ
)
,
(6) = 6AǫµνρλστκFµνmnFρλσmFψτκnξψ
(4.16)
where the first line comes from the variation of the kinetic term for the 1-form gauge
potential, the second and third lines comes from the kinetic term for the 2-form gauge
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potential. The last three lines result from the expression (4.12), with the line (5) resulting
from the term with δAµ
mn and the line (6) from the term with ∆Bµνm. One immediately
notes here, that the first term in brackets in the line (5) together with the line (6) forms
an expression with the 8 indices {µνρλστκψ} fully antisymmetrized, and hence cancels.
Next, the lines (1) and (2) cancel against each other since the scalar matrixm ∈ SL(5).
Indeed, as a consequence of detm = 1 we may write
mmnmrkmslǫmpqrs = ǫ
nklijmipmjq, (4.17)
that after substituting into (2) gives the desired cancellation. Note, that the identity
above can be understood as a rule for raising and lowering the indices of the alternating
symbol, however we will not need this.
Now, we note that the first term [3.1] in the line (3) and the term in the line (4) can
be combined into a full derivative. Indeed, using the transformation of the 3-form gauge
potential we write
[3.1] + (4) =
= − 1
16
emnkFµνρkξσ∂nmFµνρσm − A
3!
ǫµνρλστκFµνρλm∂mn
(
eǫστκψχτωξ
ψFχτωkmnk
)
= − 1
16
emnkFµνρkξσ∂nmFµνρσm −A · 4!Fµνρσm∂mn
(
eξµFνρσkmnk
)
.
(4.18)
Setting the prefactor A−1 = 16 ·4! and taking into account two minus signs resulting from
necessary permutation, one arrives to a full derivative, that drops from the variation of
the action.
With the prefactor A being fixed we are left with check of the cancellation between
the second terms in the lines (3) and (5). This is straightforward, however one should
take care of the det e prefactors. Hence, we write (multiplied by (32 · 3!) for convenience)
(32 · 3!)
(
[3.2] + [5.2]
)
=
=− 2emmnFµνρn∂mk
(
eǫµνρσκλτ ξ
σFκλτ lmkl
)
− ǫµνρλστκFµνρmFλστngκψmmkmnl∂klξψ
=− 2ǫµνρσκλτ∂mk
(
emmnFµνρn
)
eFκλτ lmklξσ − e · εµνρλστκFµνρmFλστ nmmkmnl∂klξκ
=− ǫµνρσκλτ∂mk
(
e2mmnFµνρnFκλτ lmklξσ
)
⇒ 0.
(4.19)
Note the use of the Levi-Civita tensor εµνρλστκ in the second expression, that produces an
extra factor of e times the (constant) alternating symbol.
As the final remark in this section let us look at the equations of motion for the
(non-dynamical) field Cµνρ
m, that read
∂mk
(
emmnFµνρn − 1
4!
ǫµνρλστκFλστκm) = 0. (4.20)
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The result is that the 3-form gauge potential does not give dynamical field equations in the
external 6+1-dimensional space-time. Rather, it results in restricting of the 3- and 4-form
field strength behavior in the internal extended space. After Scherk-Schwarz reduction
the above equation results in the known duality relation between the 3- and 4-form field
strengths. This is an expected result, as the fifth component of the 2-form gauge potential
was introduced as a dualization of the 11-dimensional 3-form gauge field with all indices
external. Since one was always allowed to dualize the 2-form gauge degrees of freedom
to get a 3-form gauge potential, to keep the story duality covariant one should introduce
both the 2- and the 3-form gauge potentials. This doubling of fields is the price for having
the theory duality covariant. The final field content of the model depends on the gauging
chosen.
Finally, let us note, that upon imposing the following dualization constraint
emmnFµνρn − 1
4!
ǫµνρλστκFλστκm, (4.21)
the diffeomorphism transformation rule for the 3-form field strength takes its conventional
form
∆ξCµνρ
m = ξσFσµνρm. (4.22)
5 Embeddings of D=11 and Type IIB supergravity
The field content of the 11-dimensional and Type IIB supergravity can be naturally
embedded into the field content of the exceptional field theory upon a correct choice of
the solution of the section condition. Depending on the duality group one gets a different
splitting of the coordinates of the resulting theory. As was shown in [45] for the E6
exceptional field theory the resulting Lagrangian does not preserve the full D=10 Lorenz
invariance due to this coordinate split. Since there is no reason to expect that on the
level of the Lagrangian the construction works only for the E6 duality group, where it has
been checked explicitly, we perform here only the check of the field content. However, in
principle one would be interested in having an explicit picture of how the Lagrangian of
all the EFT’s reduces to the known supergravities.
Let us start with embedding of the 11-dimensional supergravity field content. The
corresponding solution of the section condition breaks the U-duality group SL(5) to GL(4)
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and provides the following decomposition of the relevant representations
SL(5)→ SL(4)×GL(1) ≃ GL(4);
10→ 4−3 + 62;
5→ 41 + 1−4;
24→ 10 + 45 + 4¯−5 + 150,
(5.1)
where the subscripts denote weights with respect to the GL(1) subgroup. Since the ex-
tended coordinates Xmn transform under the representation 10 they decompose according
to the second line above, that gives
X
mn → {X5a,Xab} → {xa, ǫabcdycd}, (5.2)
where ǫabcd is the alternating symbol in 4 dimensions. The coordinates xa have the inter-
pretation of the usual geometric coordinates, while yab correspond to winding modes of
the M2-brane. It is straightforward to check that dropping dependence on the winding
coordinates solves the section condition
ǫimnkl∂mn ⊗ ∂kl = 0. (5.3)
Hence, all the fields of the theory depend only on eleven coordinates: the space-time
external coordinates xµ and the internal ones xa.
The corresponding decomposition of the gauge fields works as follows
Aµ
mn → Aµa, Aµab,
Bµνm → Bµν , Bµνa.
(5.4)
Here we do not include the field Cµνρ
m as it completely drops from the theory on the
solution of the section condition. This decomposition nicely fits into the decomposition
of the metric GMˆNˆ and the 3-form field CMˆNˆKˆ in 11 dimensions (see (2.1))
GMˆNˆ → {gµν , Aµa, ϕab},
CMˆNˆKˆ → {Cµνρ, Bµνa, Aµab, ϕabc}
(5.5)
The 3-form field Cµνρ is obtained by dualization of the 2-form Bµν in 7 dimensions. The
14 scalars ϕab and ϕabc is the above decomposition are identified with the components of
the generalized metric mmn that lives in the 24 of SL(5) factorized by the 10 of SO(5)
considered as its subgroup. Hence a combination of 45 and 4¯−5 is factored out as well as
the SO(4) part of the 150. The latter together with the singlet 1 form the coset space
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GL(4)/SO(4), while the remained 4 gives the fields ϕabc. The easiest way to see this is to
look at decomposition in the matrix representation of the groups SL(5) and SO(5)
SL(5) :

SL(4) 45
4¯−5 10

 , SO(5) :

SO(4) 4
4 1

 . (5.6)
The other possible branching SL(5)→GL(3)×SL(2) gives the field content of the ten-
dimensional Type IIB supergravity with 7+3 split. As usual for EFT’s, the explicit SL(2)
symmetry is identified with the S-duality symmetry of the theory. Branching rules for the
relevant representations take the following form
10→ (1, 1)−6 + (3¯, 1)4 + (3, 1)−1,
5→ (1, 2)−3 + (3, 1)2,
24→ (1, 1)0 + (1, 3)0 + (3, 2)5 + (3¯, 2)−5 + (8, 1)0,
(5.7)
where the first irrep corresponds to the SL(3) subgroup of GL(3) and the subscript denotes
weight with respect to its GL(1) subgroup. The first line above implies the following
decomposition of the extended coordinates Xmn
X
mn → {Xab,Xaαˆ,Xaˆβˆ} → {ǫabcxc, ya,αˆ, ǫαˆβˆz}, (5.8)
where ǫabc and ǫαˆβˆ are the alternating symbols for the SL(3) and SL(2) groups respectively
Supergravity interpretation of the above decomposition in terms of the geometric coordi-
nates and winding modes of various Type II branes needs more careful consideration.
First, one should note that breaking the SL(2) symmetry explicitly and leaving only
the coordinates {xa, yuna,1} results in the O(d,d) theory, that is the Double Field Theory
[57]. The DFT section condition
∂
∂xa
⊗ ∂
∂ya
= 0 (5.9)
is a direct consequence of the SL(5) section condition. Hence, as it is known from DFT,
to return to the Type IIA theory one just drops dependence on the xa coordinates, that
correspond to winding of the fundamental string of Type IIA. Alternatively, to end up
with Type IIB theory one drops the dual coordinates ya and interprets what remains
as the normal geometric coordinates. In the recent work [21] this procedure was used to
obtain consistent truncations of Type IIA and IIB supergravities from the SL(5) extended
geometry.
With this in mind we return back to the decomposition (5.8) and identify the xa with
the geometric coordinates while the doublet yaαˆ is identified with the doubled of winding
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modes for the fundamental string and the D1 brane. The latter are indeed dual with
respect to an S-duality rotation. Finally the coordinate z is understood as winding mode
for the D3 brane in 3 dimensions. It is important to mention that the SL(2) symmetry is
not broken.
To identify the fields of the SL(5) EFT let us look at the 7+3 decomposition of the
(bosonic) fields of Type IIB supergravity
GMN −→ gµν , Aµa, ϕab;
Cαˆ −→ ϕαˆ;
BMNαˆ −→ Bµν αˆ, Aµa αˆ, ϕab αˆ;
CMNKL −→ Bµν ab, Aµ, Cµνρσ, Cµνρ a.
(5.10)
Note that die to the self-duality of the 4-form gauge potential in 10 dimensions only the
half of d.o.f. in the last line above survives. The branching rule imply the following
decomposition of the EFT gauge fields
Aµ
mn → {Aµ, Aµa, Aµaαˆ},
Bµνm → {Bµνa, Bµναˆ}.
(5.11)
Considering only the fields Cµνρ a and Aµ of the last line in (5.10) as physical we identify
them with the field Aµ of EFT and the dual of Bµνa. Note that the underlined indices
labeling the 3 of SL(3) can be raised and lowered by the scalar matrix. With this in hand
one directly identifies the remaining gauge fields.
The generalized metric mmn represented by the coset element can be decomposed as
follows
mmn → {mab, maαˆ, mαˆβˆ}. (5.12)
Here the fields maαˆ are directly identified with those coming from the 2-form in 10 dimen-
sions up to contraction with the alternating symbol ǫabc. The element mab of the coset
GL(3)/SO(3) give the internal part ϕab of the 10-dimensional metric, while the 2 fields
mαβ parameterizing the coset SL(2)/SO(2) match the axion-dilaton Cαˆ. One may come
to the same conclusions by analyzing the coset decomposition of the generalized vielbein,
however we find the above analysis more transparent.
Hence, we conclude that the expected result of recovering the 11-dimensional super-
gravity and Type IIB supergravity by different solutions of the section condition holds
for the SL(5) theory as for the other EFT’s. The same procedure has been used in [19]
to explicitly obtain the Lagrangian for Type IIB and 11-dimensional supergravities from
the internal sector of EFT, developed in [4] and [5]. One is still interested in doing the
same for the full SL(5) EFT and for its supersymmetric extension.
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6 Discussion and outlook
In this work the construction of SL(5) Exceptional Field Theory was presented, that
fills the empty slot in the chain of EFT’s for the groups E8,7,6, SO(5,5) and SL(3)×SL(2)
already constructed. These correspond to the maximal supergravities in D = 3, 4, 5, 6
and D = 8 respectively. Hence, the presented model adds the D = 7 case and fulfills the
chain. The U-duality groups for D = 9, 10 supergravity are too simple and the extended
space can not be constructed. On the other end one meets the E9 group to be expected
as the U-duality group for D = 2 maximal supergravity. This is infinitely dimensional,
and hence the extended geometry in its known form ruins here as well.
For some applications, such as searches for solutions or classification of gaugings,
models with SL(5) U-duality group seem to be more convenient as these provide less
extended coordinates and carry more simple algebraic structure.
Although the initial construction of extended geometry has resulted from investigation
of the toroidal backgrounds in supergravity, it is in general believed, that Scherk-Schwarz
compactifications are able to catch non-toroidal and even non-geometric backgrounds.
There was large progress in the direction of uplifting Type IIB solutions and solutions
of 11-dimensional supergravity into EFT by choosing an appropriate Scherk-Schwarz re-
duction scheme [21, 22, 23]. However, there is still discussion in the literature, whether
one should use other approaches to describe non-toroidal backgrounds. One of them is
the so called WZW Double Field Theory, that attempts to construct a DFT on a group
manifold [58, 59, 60, 61]. hence, in this context it would be interesting to expand the
ideas of exceptional field theory to DFTWZW and look for possible uplifts.
The presented theory is essentially bosonic and one may be interested in extending it
to include fermions in a supersymmetry invariant way. For the E6,7 EFT’s this was done
in [48, 49]. The interesting point here is that in contrast to the maximal gauged theories
the bosonic Lagrangian is completely fixed already one the bosonic level with no need of
supersymmetry. Hence, the fermionic sector should be constructed in such a way to fit
nicely in the existing theory. With such theory in hands one may be able to investigate
BPS solutions of the theory and geometry of Killing spinors.
In [53] extended geometry for the group SL(N) was constructed, that may be inter-
preted as internal sector of a corresponding EFT. One may be interested in merging this
work and the present results to end with an SL(N) “exceptional” field theory. The ques-
tion is, to what extent one expect the known structures of tensor hierarchy to appear
there, and is it possible to construct a Lagrangian.
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A Notations and conventions
All the notations for indices used in this paper are as follows
Mˆ, Nˆ, . . . = 0, . . . 10, 11-dimensional space-time indices;
M, N, . . . = 0, . . . 9, 10-dimensional space-time indices;
µ, ν, ρ . . . = 0, . . . 6, 7-dimensional space-time indices;
a¯, b¯, c¯ . . . = 0, . . . 6, 7-dimensional space-time flat indices;
a, b, c . . . = 1, . . . 4, 4-dimensional internal curved indices;
a, b, c . . . = 1, . . . 4, 4-dimensional internal curved Type IIB indices;
αˆ = 1, 2, SL(2) Type IIB index;
M,N,K . . . = 1, . . . 10, indices of the 10 of SL(5) labeling the extended space;
m,n, k, l = 1, . . . 5, indices of the 5 of SL(5);
α, β = 1, . . . 4, indices of the 4 of USp(4);
(A.1)
The extended space of the SL(5) EFT is parametrized by the coordinates XM with the
capital Latin indices labeling the representation 10. However, it is often more convenient
for explicit calculations to label the representation by an antisymmetric pair of indices
in the fundamental Xmn = −Xmn. To prevent double counting one should either write
sum with the condition m < n, or to write the 1/2 prefactor explicitly. To make the
calculations more straightforward and more machine-friendly we choose the second way.
Hence, one observes the following rules to go from the capital Latin indices labeling
the irrep 10 to an antisymmetric pair of small Latin indices each labeling the irrep 5
TM → Tmn any tensor;
UMVM → 1
2
UmnVmn;
δMN → 2δmnkl only for the Kronecker delta.
(A.2)
The Kronecker delta symbol is required to be processed separately because δmnmn = 10
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as well as δMM = 10, while one should introduce an extra 1/2 factor when going from
contraction of capital Latin indices to contraction of a pair of small indices.
B The algebra of SL(5)
Generators of the SL(5) group in the fundamental representation and in the represen-
tation 10 are given by
(tij)
m
n = δ
m
j δ
i
n −
1
5
δmn δ
i
j ,
(tij)
mn
kl = 4(t
i
j)
[m
[k δ
n]
l]
(B.1)
These are traceless and satisfy the following commutation relations
[tmn, t
k
l] = δ
m
l t
k
n − δkntml. (B.2)
It is important to note, that when contracting generators in the 10 representation one
should use the capital Latin indices and the same is true for the projectors below. I.e.
one writes
(tijt
k
l)
M
N = (t
i
j)
M
K(t
k
l)
K
N =
1
2
(tij)
M
pq(t
k
l)
pq
N . (B.3)
This results in a different coefficient in the definition of the generator in 10 with respect
to [17], however we find such conventions more natural.
Now it is useful to write the explicit form of the projector on the 10 representation of
SL(5) that reads
P
M
N
K
L =
1
3
(tij)
M
N(t
i
j)
K
L. (B.4)
The identifying property of the projector then can be written as
P
M
N
K
LP
L
K
P
Q =
1
4
P
M
N
kl
ijP
ij
kl
P
Q
!
= PMN
P
Q. (B.5)
This fixes the overall prefactor in the projector and implies the correct identity
P
M
N
N
M =
1
4
P
mn
kl
kl
mn = 24 = dim(adj). (B.6)
Let us now check explicitly the defining relation for the Y -tensor derived in [37], that
for the SL(5) group reads
ǫaMN ǫaKL = Y
MN
KL = −3PMNKL +
1
5
δMN δ
K
L + δ
M
L δ
K
N , (B.7)
where ǫaMN denotes the 5-dimensional alternating symbol ǫamnkl. Taking into account the
above notations we rewrite the expression as
ǫamnklǫapqrs = −3Pmnpqklrs + 4
5
δmnpq δ
kl
rs + 4δ
mn
rs δ
kl
pq, (B.8)
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note the prefactor 4 of the Kronecker symbols. Substituting the expression for the pro-
jector in terms of the generators and writing them explicitly in terms of the Kronecker
symbols we have for the RHS(
− 16(tij)[m[pδn]q] (tj i)[k [rδl]s]
)
+
4
5
δmnpq δ
kl
rs + 4δ
mn
rs δ
kl
pq
=
(
− 8δmnq[r δkls]p + 8δmnq[r δkls]p +
16
5
δmnpq δ
kl
rs
)
+
4
5
δmnpq δ
kl
rs + 4δ
mn
rs δ
kl
pq
=− 8δmnq[r δkls]p + 8δmnq[r δkls]p + 4δmnpq δklrs + 4δmnrs δklpq = 4!δmnklpqrs .
(B.9)
This is precisely what one has on the LHS of the identity, i.e. ǫamnklǫapqrs = 4!δ
mnkl
pqrs .
C Useful identities
The 4-form field strength FM,KL belongs to the representation 10⊗ 5¯ = 5+ 45 since
the indices KL by construction contain only the 5¯. Moreover, the representation 45 is
not contained in the field strength. Hence, in the fundamental indices one may write
Fmn,[klrs]. And finally projecting out all the redundant representations one has
Fm = −6Fmn,klrsǫnklrs. (C.1)
Consider now the following expression that is relevant for the Bianchi identity of the
3-form field strength FKL
ǫiKL(∂NFN,KL − Y KLPQ ∂NFQ,PN) =
1
8
(∂mnFmn,klrsǫiklrs − 6ǫipqrs∂mnF rs,pqmn).
(C.2)
Let us show, that this is proportional to ∂ijF j. Indeed, considering antisymmetrization
of the indices {niklrs} in the first term, that is identically zero, and taking into account
symmetries of the indices of Fmn,klrs we may write the following
∂mnFmn,klrsǫiklrs = ∂miFmn,klrsǫnklrs + 4∂mkFmn,klrsǫinlrs. (C.3)
Considering antisymmetrization of the indices {mnklrs} in the second term above we
rewrite the above expression as
∂mnFmn,klrsǫiklrs = ∂miFmn,klrsǫnklrs + 1
2
∂mkFmk,nlrsǫinlrs + 3∂mkFnl,mkrsǫinlrs. (C.4)
Finally, substituting back into the expression (C.2) this gives the desired identity
ǫiKL(∂NFN,KL − Y KLPQ ∂NFQ,PN) =
1
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∂ijF j. (C.5)
The Bianchi identity itself is then written as
4D[µFνρσ]i = 6ǫimnklFmn[µν Fklρσ] + ∂miFµνρσm. (C.6)
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D Gauge invariance of the topological Lagrangian
In this appendix explicit check of invariance of the topological Lagrangian under all
gauge transformations is provided. Let us for convenience recall the variation of the
topological Lagrangian
δLtop = Aǫµνρλστκ
[
Fµνρλi∂ij∆Cjστκ + 6FµνijFρλσi∆Bτκj − 2FµνρiFλστjδAijκ
]
. (D.1)
Note, that the above expression is written completely in covariant terms, while this is not
true for the topological Lagrangian itself. The only way to have a covariant form is to
introduce a fictitious 8-dimensional space-time with a 7-dimensional and write a covariant
expression, whose variation becomes a full derivative. Hence, one obtains an integration
over the 7-dimensional boundary, that is formally identified with the usual space-time.
Let us start first with generalized diffeomorphisms parametrized by ΛM , that give for
(D.1)
δΛLtop ⇒ Fµνρλm∂mn(ΛnkFστκk)− 12ǫnpqrsFµνmnFρλσmΛpqFτκrs
− 2FµνρmFλστnDκΛmn.
(D.2)
Here and everywhere in this section we omit the space-time alternating symbol ǫµνρλστκ to
preserve space and for clarity of notations. Hence, the corresponding antisymmetrization
of all the dummy space-time indices is always undermined. In addition, since one is
actually dealing with the action rather than the Lagrangian, that involves integration over
the space-time coordinates xµ as well as the extended coordinates Xmn, all full-derivative
terms in Dµ or ∂mn are dropped.
Hence, performing integration by parts in the first term with respect to ∂mn and in
the last term with respect to Dµ and taking into account the hidden contraction with the
alternating symbol we have
− ∂mnFµνρλmΛnkFστκk − 12ǫnpqrsFµνmnFρλσmΛpqFτκrs + 4(DµFνρλm)FστκnΛmn
= 6ǫmpqrsFµνpqFρλrsΛmnFστκn + 12ǫmpqrsFµνmnFρλσnΛpqFτκrs
= 18ǫmpqrsFµν [pqFρλrsΛmn]Fστκn ≡ 0.
(D.3)
Here we have used the Bianchi identity for Fµνρm in the second line and organized a full
antisymmetrization of six SL(5) indices {mnpqrs} labeling the 5 ensuring vanishing of
the expression.
For gauge transformations parametrized by the 1-form parameter Ξµk we write
δΞL ⇒ 3Fµνρλm∂mn(FστnkΞκk) + 12FµνmnFρλσmDτΞκn
− 1
8
FµνρmFλστnǫmnpqr∂pqΞκr.
(D.4)
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Performing integration by parts in all the terms and relabeling indices we obtain
− 3∂nmFµνρλnFστmnΞκn + 12FστmnDµFνρλmΞκn − 12DτFµνmnFρλσmΞκn
+
1
4
∂pqFµνρmFλστnǫmnpqrΞκr
= 18ǫmpqrsFστmnFµνpqFρλrsΞκn = 18ǫmpqrsFστ [mnFµνpqFρλrs]Ξκn ≡ 0.
(D.5)
Here the second and the last terms in the first expression cancel dues to the Bianchi
identity for the 2-form field strength Fµνmn, while the Bianchi identity for the 3-form
field strength results in a single term. Following precisely the same arguments as above
one observes the indices {mnpqrs} are fully antisymmetrized, and hence the term vanishes
identically.
Finally, for the 3-form gauge transformations parametrized by Ψµν
m we have
δΨL ⇒ 3Fµνρλ∂mnDσΨτκn − 6Fmnµν Fρλσm∂knΨτκk
= −3DσFµνρλ∂mnΨτκn − 6Fmnµν Fρλσm∂knΨτκk ≡ 0.
(D.6)
Here in the first line we used the fact that ∂mnDσΨµνn = Dσ∂mnΨµνn and in the second
line the Bianchi identity for the 4-form field strength.
Let us now show that the used identity indeed holds, i.e. that one is allowed to
swap derivatives in such expression. Effectively, this identity can be rewritten just as
∂mnLΛΨn − LΛ∂mnΨn = 0 for some generalized tensor Ψm in the 5 of SL(5) with gen-
eralized weight λ[Ψ] = 3/5. One notes, that this condition is nothing else but just a
condition for ∂mnΨ
n to be a generalized tensor transforming under 5¯. Hence, one indeed
expects this to hold as precisely this term appears in the transformation ∆Bµνm and in
the Bianchi identity for Fµνρm. Since all other terms in these expressions are generalized
tensors the term ∂mnΨ
n should be a generalized tensor of weight λ[∂mnΨ
n] = +2/5.
However, let us check this explicitly and write first supposing ∂mnΨ
n is a generalized
tensor of weight +2/5
∂mnLΛΨn = 1
2
∂mnΛ
pq∂pqΨ
n +
1
2
Λpq∂mn∂pqΨ
n − 1
4
(tnr)
kl
pq∂mn∂klΛ
pqΨr
− 1
4
(tnr)
kl
pq∂klΛ
pq∂mnΨ
r +
3
5 · 2∂mn∂pqΛ
pqΨn +
3
5 · 2∂pqΛ
pq∂mnΨ
n;
LΛ(∂mnΨn) = 1
2
Λpq∂pq∂mnΨ
n +
1
4
(trm)
kl
pq∂klΛ
pq∂rnΨ
n +
2
5 · 2∂pqΛ
pq∂mnΨ
n.
(D.7)
We now show that these expressions are equivalent up to terms vanishing under the section
condition. Taking difference of these expressions one notes, that there are terms of the
25
form ∂Λ∂Ψ and ∂∂ΛΨ that should vanish separately. Indeed, we have for the first type
⇒ 1
2
∂mnΛ
pq∂pqΨ
n − 1
4
(tnr)
kl
pq∂klΛ
pq∂mnΨ
r − 1
4
(trm)
kl
pq∂klΛ
pq∂rnΨ
n +
1
10
∂pqΛ
pq∂mnΨ
n
=
1
2
∂mnΛ
pq∂pqΨ
n − ∂nqΛpq∂mpΨn − ∂mqΛpq∂pnΨn + 1
2
∂pqΛ
pq∂mnΨ
n
= 3∂[mnΛ
pq∂pq]Ψ
n ≡ 0,
(D.8)
where in the second line the explicit form of the SL(5) generators and in the last line the
section condition were used.
The similar calculation can be performed for the terms of the second type and one
gets the following
⇒ −1
4
(tnr)
kl
pq∂mn∂klΛ
pqΨr +
3
10
∂mr∂pqΛ
pqΨr
= −∂mp∂rqΛpqΨr + 1
2
∂mr∂pqΛ
pqΨr = −3∂[mp∂rq]ΛpqΨr ≡ 0.
(D.9)
Hence, this concludes the explicit proof of invariance of the topological Lagrangian.
This invariance fixes all internal coefficients, while leaving the overall prefactor arbitrary.
The latter will be fixed by invariance under external 1+6–dimensional diffeomorphisms.
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